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Imagine...
Budgets and forecasts
are an important part
of your business and
planning process. They
are an essential tool for
managing risk, yet companies often
rely on manual, error-prone processes
for getting the information from their
departments into Oracle.
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Overview
A Painful Process

Reliance on Excel

Preparing the data for budgets is a major
endeavor because the contributors, or
departmental users, are not centrally located
and often manage their information in multiple
spreadsheets. This places a burden on the Finance
team who must spend massive amounts of time
collecting this information. Because the effort
is disparate and manual, it requires tremendous
effort to consolidate and prepare the budget.

Business professionals depend on the familiar
and favorite Excel for compiling their budgets.
Finance then spends time manually capturing
and then reformatting to fit a rigid Web ADI
template required for uploading budget data
into Oracle. This manual, inefficient process
takes time and can introduce errors.

Flexible
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• F ree format Excel budget loading using
Oracle Budget Load Process
• Automated creation and distribution of
budget templates
• Leverage existing security settings, logon
with Oracle username/password

Easy-to-Use
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• Self-service budgeting
• Build budget templates with
Excel wizards, no IT or SQL
knowledge required
• Little training needed
• Rapid user acceptance

IT Friendly

IT Friendly

• Access from any PC,
no software installation
needed
• Little IT support needed
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Faster Cycles with Budget Wand
Budget Wand is an Excel-based budget
loading tool used for leveraging the budgeting
functionality included in the General Ledger
module of the Oracle E-Business Suite. You can
easily create a budget collection workbook,
including Actuals information, distribute to the
budget holders to enter or calculate new budget
values, and then seamlessly upload the data
into Oracle. Budget Wand effectively replaces
Web ADI and allows for faster creation and
uploading of budgets, leaving more time for
available analysis.

> How

it Works

Create, Load & Analyze Budgets –
Better and Faster
Budget Wand allows Excel to be used as
the front end to the Oracle General Ledger
Budgeting functionality. With Budget Wand,
Oracle Financial users can meet their
important financial budgeting and forecasting
requirements, all from within Excel and with
minimal effort and setup. Budget Wand is used
for creating and editing models; distribution and
collection of budget values; and for validation
and upload of data.
Budget models contain refreshable functions
linking cells directly to Oracle thereby
extending the life of a budget model. Budget
Administrators can easily create comprehensive
Excel-Based models and reuse them annually—
or during the multiple iterations typical of a
budgeting or forecasting process. Budget
Wand together with Excel enables flexible userdefined layouts containing any combination
of Budgets, Periods, Organizations, and Ledgers
as required—and Actuals as well if combined
with GL Wand.

Access from any
PC with your
Oracle username
and password

Budget Collection Templates: Allow active linking
of budget entry cells to a particular budget and
account. They can then be submitted for validation
and upload.

1. Load Budget Validation

User Benefits
• U
 se your existing budget templates to load
balances
• F ree format layout Budgets (and Actuals if
used with GL Wand)
• B
 oth centralized and decentralized uploading
• R
 eusable and refreshable templates
• Comprehensive modeling capability
• Real-time validation/error correction
• Creation of missing Code Combinations
• Improved budgeting and forecasting cycles
• M
 ulti-ledger, multi-budgets available on
a single sheet
• B
 udgets loaded across multiple periods,
even fiscal years
• E
 mpowered budget holders manage
and update their own budgets/forecasts
• O
 ptional automatic import and posting
of budget journals

IT Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Q
 uick install
Little IT resources needed to install or maintain
High performance architecture
Centralized installation
Pre-integrated with Oracle 11i/R12

2. Upload
Complete

3. Monitoring Upload
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Budget Wand has reduced the cycle time and made the process consistent
across all divisions, which had been an issue in the past.”
Rob Duncan , CIO, Powell Industries

How it’s Used

Increase the power of Budget Wand by leveraging GL Wand,
our real-time financial reporting solution, to create budget
models. Budget models are Excel workbooks that typically
contain a mixture of Actual and Budget values, formulae and
formatting, as well as cells for entering new budget values.
Actual and Budget values are reported using the GL Wand
Get Balance function, and Budget entry cells are linked by
the Load Budget function. You can also:
• C
 reate/edit models, validate and upload data
• Mass create and distribute budget models to budget owners
• Share to include historical budget vs. actual values for
reference
• Create rolling forecasts
• Access GL Wand to drill down to the underlying values
• Convert GL Wand Get Balance functions into Budget Wand
Load function
• Develop cost allocation models
• Design dynamic dashboardsournal has been loaded
For uploading budgets to the Oracle GL, Budget Wand is an
effective alternative to Web ADI and other 3rd party tools.
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E -Business Suite Solutions

Report +
Analyze

Budget +
Forecast

Upload
+ Post

Excel4apps Wands for Oracle allow real-time financial and
operational reporting across all Oracle E-Business Suite
modules, as well as the ability to upload General Ledger
journals and budgets―all directly from Microsoft Excel. Using
Excel-based solutions makes it easy to obtain, analyze, share,
and present essential information when and how you need
it. We help you get more out of the platforms you already
own―Microsoft Excel and Oracle.
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Ensure a highly efficient budgeting
process by combining these
solutions together.

1

Real-Time Actuals
from Oracle

2

Adjust Budget
Values

Excel

3

Upload to Oracle
from the Same
Workbook

4

Refresh Workbook
to See Updated
Values
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